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If ’fittest wins’, why diversity?
Not everybody competes with everybody. Essentially, this is niche theory. However, strength of competition between species i and j is not represented on
the fitness landscape, only the two different fitness values. This is why it is difficult to understand speciation on a fitness landscape.
A regulated fitness landscape, which depends on the populations themselves (e.g. if a given food is present in high quantity, or it is depleted by the
populations), solves the issue. Niche theory, as well as theory of ecological speciation can be developed on this basis. The emerging picture is intuitive,
parsimonious and Darwinian: an ecological opportunity (an empty niche) creates the selection pressure for emergence of a new species.

What is reduced competition?
Key problem: How to reach another peak on the landscape?
Solution: There is no fixed fitness ladscape with fixed peaks!

Regulation structure imples Niche Theory
Long-term equilibrium:

Warning!
· Population structure
· Spatial structure
· Temporal structure
We have many papers on the details...

Competition matrix:

fitness (r)

density (n)

Population regulation/interactions makes the landscape dependent on
trait distribution:

trait (x)

trait (y)

Measure of robustness:

Niche description:

Strength of competition can be defined on the regulated landscape:
Regulating
variables
(e.g. food conc.)
Reduced competition: regulation via different regulating variables.

Conclusion: Populations impact & sensitivity niches must be sufficiently different, otherwise the community is extreemly sensitive to external
parameters. Niche theory emerges as a mathematical consequence of population regulation.

Asexual evolution on a regulated landscape:
(adaptive dynamics)

Structure of niche space, examples
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Uphill evolution on the changing
landscape may arrive to a fitness
minimum, where evolutionary
braching occurs.
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Speciation: In case of sexual organism, evolutionary branching
(speciation) can happen only if reproductive isolation emerges. As
branching is driven by a fitness minimum (frequency-dependent
disruptive selection), emergence of isolation has a fitness advantage.
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Conclusion: If the effect of population regulation on the fitness
landscape is taken into account from the start, then the strength of
competition can be defined. Evolution on a regulated landscape is not
just an uphill process. Instead, it branches time, to time. Therefore,
biological diversity is generated via adaptive evolution. Evolutionary
branching is driven by the fitness advantage of reduced competition.
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Conclusion: Regulation-based niche theory delivers the promises of the classical theory in a mathematically precise way.

Conclusion
Fixed Fitness Landscape:
No intuitive connection to diversity and ecology.

Theory Based Ecology: A Darwinian Approach
Oxford University Press, 2016, http://tbe.elte.hu

Regulated Fitness Landscape:
Evolutionary emergence of diversity via niche segregation is natural.
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